2 JUNE 2021

MEDIA RELEASE
REX COVID REFUND GUARANTEE
Rex today publicised its COVID Refund Guarantee in full-page newspaper advertisements in
Melbourne, Sydney, the Gold Coast, Brisbane, Adelaide and Canberra to reinforce the airline’s
refund policy (see attached).
Rex is doing this because it believes that the best way to rebuild confidence in flying again is to
provide Australians with complete peace of mind against any COVID-related disruption by
providing a full cash refund speedily.
This is exactly what the Rex’s COVID Refund Guarantee does – it offers a full cash refund to any
passenger whose travel plans have been disrupted by a direct COVID-related reason. The
guarantee even extends to promotional tickets that are normally subject to “use-it-or-lose-it”
conditions.
The COVID Refund Guarantee is valid for all tickets purchased after 1 April 2021. Prior to that,
Rex had refunded every passenger that requested for a refund of a ticket eligible by law. In
addition, Rex has written monthly travel advisories to travel agents eight times to ask them to
request refunds on behalf of the passengers who booked through them.
Qantas and Virgin Australia have done the exact opposite and their practices not only have
frustrated the public but have greatly dampened the desire to fly, thereby severely damaging the
aviation industry. Qantas, in particular, engages in under-handed tactics to avoid a refund at all
costs. Qantas passengers have highlighted that this includes burying the refund application form
deep in an obscure corner of the website, making passengers wait for hours on the phone,
registering requests and not following up, and pressuring passengers to accept a credit instead
of a cash refund.
Qantas customers have also highlighted that Qantas has deployed a complex set of procedures
and instructions to avoid a refund such as:
 Asking passengers to wait for Qantas to make contact after the flight has been cancelled;
 Asking passengers not to call if they are not travelling in the next 24 hours; and
 Telling passengers that the booking may automatically be converted to a Flight Credit rather
than a refund being offered, making it harder to claim a refund;
Such antics continued despite Qantas being reprimanded in June 2020 by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) after what the ACCC identified as “hundreds of
complaints from passengers whose flights were suspended or cancelled due to travel restrictions,
but who were given credits by Qantas instead of the refunds they were entitled to”.
It is obvious that Qantas paid lip service to the ACCC but then effectively ignored the ACCC’s
direction. Rex estimates between $1 billion to $2 billion worth of tickets that are legally due for a
refund have not been refunded, with many passengers waiting for over a year to get their money
back.
A few Qantas passengers have even resorted to posting on Rex’s social media in a desperate
cry for help. Rex has collected all public postings from various sources, numbering over 500, and
forwarded them to the ACCC and has called on the ACCC to investigate if Qantas and Virgin
Australia have breached Australian consumer laws if they did engage in the alleged actions
highlighted above.

All these posts can also be read on Rex’s website Plan & Book – Practical Info – Qantas Refunds
Complaints.
ENDS
Rex is Australia’s largest independent regional and domestic airline operating a fleet of 60 Saab
340 and six Boeing 737-800NG aircraft to 61 destinations throughout all states in Australia. In
addition to the airline Rex, the Rex Group comprises wholly owned subsidiaries Pel-Air Aviation
(air freight, aeromedical and charter operator) and the two pilot academies, Australian Airline Pilot
Academy in Wagga Wagga and Ballarat.
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